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Abstract
We focus on collaborative activities that engage computer graphics
designers and social scientists in systems design processes. Our conceptual
symmetrical account of technology design and theory development is
elaborated as a mode of mutual engagement occurring in an inter-
disciplinary trading zone, where neither discipline is placed at the service of
the other and nor do disciplinary boundaries dissolve. To this end, we draw
on analyses of mutual engagements between computer and social scientists
stemming from the fields of computer-supported cooperative work,
human�computer interaction, and science and technology studies (STS).
We especially build on theoretical work in STS concerning information
technology in health care and extend recent contributions from STS with
respect to the modes of engagement and trading zones between computer
and social sciences. We conceive participative digital systems design as a
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form of inquiry for the analysis of cooperative work settings, particularly
when social science becomes part of design processes. We illustrate our
conceptual approach using data from an interdisciplinary project involving
computer graphics designers, sociologists, and neurosurgeons with the aim
of developing patient-centered visualizations for clinical cooperation on a
hospital ward.

Keywords
cooperative work, interdisciplinary design, ethnography, health care,
digitalSTS

Introduction

Software design and sociological analysis have come together at an inter-

disciplinary crossroads since the 1980s. In this paper, we trace some of the

enduring motifs and divisions of labor that have emerged from interactions

between these two fields and discuss the respective “modes of engagement”

(Ribes and Baker 2007) that link social scientists, computer scientists, and

members of user communities. We sketch our own perspective of a sym-

metrical mode of engagement as a contribution to the current discussion in

science and technology studies (STS) on “trading zones” between STS and

technological design (Vertesi et al. 2017).

Our perspective draws on previous research that successfully engages both

social scientists and computer scientists in human–computer interaction

(HCI) and computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW). These approaches

place a premium on ethnographic methods for the study of technology in use,

on the conception of work as a fundamentally practical and mediated activity,

and on user involvement in the design process (Bannon and Schmidt 1991;

Robinson 1990). Moreover, they strive for a close collaboration between the

fields of social science and computer science (Dourish and Button 1998) but

are marked by a constant tension between ethnographic methods and soft-

ware design (cf. Suchman 1994; Blomberg and Karasti 2013).

In line with the notion of a “trading zone” (Galison 1997), our symme-

trical approach does not aim for a fusion of the disciplines but rather

upholds disciplinary distinctions and configures the relations between

social and computer science in two dimensions: first, on a conceptual level,

it builds on a symmetrical understanding of the social and material aspects

of designing technologies in STS (Callon 1987). It does not pit a
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technology-centric perspective against a user-centric approach but focuses

on the transformative capacity of technologies in real-life work settings

such as information technology (IT) in health care (Berg 1998). Second,

on an interdisciplinary level, it not only introduces STS concepts and meth-

ods into the design of IT systems but also seeks to allow for the reverse

effect, that is, the capacity of technological design to influence STS

concepts (Latour 1996). We view this allowance as a necessary symmetry,

as there are growing overlaps between designing technology and develop-

ing theory in research styles that advocate a continuous iterative engage-

ment with empirical and conceptual results (Bryant 2017, 299-315; Rohde

et al. 2017). In addition to these direct contributions to and benefits from

technical design, STS provides an analytic framework for setting up inter-

disciplinary collaborations in terms of the symmetrical approach, for

instance, by understanding the design of the prototype as heterogeneous

problem-solving using boundary objects (Star 1989).

Our empirical case is based on an interdisciplinary project involving

computer graphics, neurosurgery, and sociology, which was established

with the aim of developing patient-centered visualizations using an anato-

mical avatar for representing medical data. Within the current daily routine

of the hospital, these data may not be circulated due to shift rotations and

understaffing or they might be too time-consuming to retrieve from the

distributed paperwork and hospital information systems. The project is set

up in a way that each discipline contributes in the interdisciplinary research

while at the same time seeking to extract an original disciplinary added

value (cf. Spiller et al. 2015).

The authors of this paper are the principal investigators of the project.

Cornelius Schubert is a sociologist specializing in STS and medical

sociology; Andreas Kolb is a computer scientist specializing in computer

graphics. We will elaborate how our symmetrical approach can be

conceived as a mode of engagement and a trading zone between the differ-

ent parties and how their collaborative activities might be organized on the

level of concrete research practices.

We present our argument as follows: the first part of the paper revisits

the collaborative relations between technological design and sociological

research that have emerged since the 1980s, taking the fields of HCI,

CSCW, and STS as prominent examples. We then specify our symmetrical

approach as a distinct mode of engagement and a trading zone in which

social science, computer science, and user communities come together. In

the third section, we briefly illustrate this approach using empirical data

from our interdisciplinary project.
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Technological Design and Social Theory in Social and
Computer Sciences: HCI, CSCW, and STS

Confronted with widespread problems in company IT systems in the 1980s,

software engineers turned to the social sciences for help in designing sys-

tems that would better reflect the intricacies of collaborative work (Som-

merville et al. 1993). Nascent fields such as HCI (Robinson 1990) and

CSCW (Bannon and Schmidt 1991) drew heavily on findings from inter-

actionist sociology, ethnomethodology, and anthropology. And the then-

nascent field of STS showed a related interest in studying technological

designs in order to fortify sociological theory (Callon 1987).

HCI and CSCW

Robinson depicts the situation from a software engineering perspective in

the field of HCI. Computer interfaces, he asserts, often demarcate the tech-

nical and the social aspects of software engineering, that is, between

“technical issues” and “non-technical issues” (Robinson 1990, 45). In addi-

tion to this distinction, the then-prevalent understanding of HCI in software

engineering was defined by simple cognitive models. According to Robin-

son, these dominant concepts ultimately led to a dual deficiency in software

engineering, because the importance and the particulars of in situ human–

machine interaction were widely disregarded. Robinson therefore argued

for a stronger engagement with ethnographic methods on the part of soft-

ware engineers.

Like HCI, CSCW calls upon sociology to enrich the engineer’s under-

standing of work practices. Bannon and Schmidt (1991), for example, point

out that in order to develop useful groupware applications, software

designers need to understand the basic cooperative, that is, social, features

of work. They draw on concepts from industrial sociology as well as an

interactionist sociology of work in order to highlight two main features of

the sociality of work: first, cooperation mostly happens in a shared infor-

mation space. Teams in industrial settings have a shared physical location

and shared knowledge of the tasks at hand. Second, their cooperation cannot

be completely planned in advance. There is always a residual need for

situated adaptation and ad hoc activities and coordination.

In the 1990s, an increasing mutual interest in understanding and design-

ing information systems in organizational and work settings can be

observed among both systems designers and social scientists (cf. Green-

baum and Kyng 1991; Orlikowski et al. 1996). However, crossing the “great
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divide” (Bowker et al. 1997) between social and computer science turned

out to be more difficult than simply applying ethnographic methods and

social theory to engineering problems or using technology design as an

easily accessible field site. Given these firmly entrenched camps, critical

accounts began to arise, questioning the dominant modes of engagement

between social and computer science.

One main issue of contestation concerns the use and potential of ethno-

graphy as an empirical research method (Suchman 1994). Anderson

asserted that systems design largely misconceived ethnography as an

“impressionistic genre of reportage” (Anderson 1994, 178), conducted in

order to gather “touchy-feely” data from the field, leaving the true analytic

potential of ethnography largely untapped. This critique continues today,

when reducing ethnography to a handful of “implications for design”

(Dourish 2006) severely curtails its rich and detailed knowledge of the field

and facilitates only “weak connections” (Blomberg and Karasti 2013, 395)

with design. Emancipating ethnographic methods from design requirements

is important in order to avoid the risk of neglecting elaborations by ethno-

graphers that contain relevant conceptual insights into cooperative work

practices and design issues (Schmidt 2011).

In sum, the modes of engagement between social and computer science

in HCI and CSCW show a distinct pattern. First, they are characterized by

strong theoretical and methodological input from social science into the

field of systems design. Second, the growth in mutual interests between the

disciplines can lead to fruitful collaborations and the formation of inter-

disciplinary approaches to design. However, as social science concepts and

methods become increasingly incorporated into technological designs, they

risk becoming mere “features” in service of computer science and losing

their original descriptive and analytic potential. This does not lessen the

fruitful and productive work of HCI and CSCW, but it does point to a

unilateral mode of engagement where ideas tend to flow more heavily from

social science to computer science than the other way around.

Despite close interdisciplinary engagements in fields such as HCI and

CSCW, other areas of computer science do not share such established

trading zones with the social sciences. The field of visualization and com-

puter graphics, on which we draw in our case, is predominantly governed by

technology-driven innovations. When integrating user perspectives in novel

designs, the primary methods are evaluation techniques that attempt to

measure the efficiency and efficacy of new (visualization) technologies

with respect to (a) data analysis and reasoning, (b) communication through

visualization, (c) collaborative data analysis, or (d) user performance (Lam
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et al. 2012). In practice, many user-related research projects in visualization

and computer graphics address well-known problems for which quantitative

measures of success and benchmarks already exist. In such cases, new

technologies are evaluated without much active user involvement. Research

projects that address more specific application scenarios are typically con-

fronted with the additional requirement to define (quantitative) measures of

success and benchmarks. Subsequently, projects such as ours are more

difficult to “sell” to the visualization and computer graphics community,

as it is often quite challenging and sometimes impossible to reconcile the

requirements of quantitative benchmarks with the in situ design evaluations

produced by ethnographic fieldwork and qualitative interviews.

STS

Interest in the design and impact of technology in STS in the 1980s mirrors

the growing interest of computer science in social science concepts and

methods at the time. Callon (1987) argues that engineering projects do not

begin with technical questions and gradually acquire social, political, and

economic dimensions as they progress. Rather, they are fundamentally

heterogeneous and complex from the very start. This forbids the clean

separation of technical and social issues in the study of technical designs.

The symmetry1 proposed by actor–network theory (ANT) as a solution to

this separation allows Callon to trace heterogeneous associations and to

study the sociomateriality of “society in the making.”

Latour extends this line of reasoning to computerized work sites.

According to Latour, the engineering and social sciences exerted a strong

influence on concepts of rationality and modernity in the 1950s and 1960s

but came under fire in the 1970s for neglecting the human dimension

(Latour 1996, 300). Computerized work sites make it obvious that a one-

sided approach, favoring either technological or social dynamics, is largely

misplaced. Rather, they point to the need for “a complete redefinition of the

divide between the two worlds” (Latour 1996, 300).

Callon and Latour highlight this central symmetry; while technology

design profits from social theory, the latter also benefits from the study

of technological design, presenting a distinct added value for both sides

from mutual collaboration. A second symmetrical aspect is that design

should not prioritize human or technical agency alone. According to Berg

(1998), one main corollary of critique directed at technocratic concepts of

design in HCI and CSCW is a tendency to lean into human-centric

approaches and, in so doing, to neglect the transformative role of
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technology in social practices (cf. Jensen 2001; Garrety and Badham 2004).

Prioritizing the human side of design while associating technology with

negative concepts of authority and control tends to result in technological

designs that are configured for the minimally invasive support of existing

work practices, yet it simultaneously prevents disruptive, albeit potentially

positive, technological change (Berg 1998, 469).

This brief account of STS perspectives related to the design of informa-

tion systems sets the stage for our own symmetrical approach. First, we

assume that sociological concepts may themselves be transformed through

the close study of technological design, especially if they become actively

involved in the design process (Rogers 1997). Second, the practice of main-

taining a difference between the social and the technical should be

exploited for its analytic potential and not used as a basis for normative

claims (Jensen 2001). Both social and computer scientists then acknowl-

edge that the social and the technological cannot be fundamentally sepa-

rated in design processes, just as the design process should not pit a

technology-centric perspective against a user-centric approach. In the tra-

dition of STS, it seeks to navigate a course that stays clear of either social or

technological determinisms while at the same time allowing technical

design to be more mindful of social practices and social research to

acknowledge the intricacies of technical design.

Collaborations of STS scholars with practitioners in fields that do not

have a long-standing history of mutual involvement, such as computer

graphics, may benefit from such a symmetrical perspective. As a mode of

engagement, it offers a basis for the productive frictions of “agonistic-

antagonistic” (Barry, Born, and Weszkalnys 2008, 29) interdisciplinary

endeavors that entail a mutual “letting go” (Spiller et al. 2015, 559-61) of

disciplinary habits or comforts, while at the same time seeking out a dis-

ciplinary added value by crossing the “great divide” (Bowker et al. 1997)

between computer and social science.

Symmetrical Positionings

The main feature of our symmetrical approach lies in the preservation of

distinct disciplinary orientations that researchers and practitioners bring

with them as they participate in close interdisciplinary collaborations. This

approach heeds Bannon’s (1997, 372) call for a “strong” interdisciplinarity,

where disciplines do not labor side by side but engage in fundamental

exchanges based on their respective concepts and methods (cf. Dourish and

Button 1998). Blomberg and Karasti (2013, 400-05) have supported this
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view more recently with respect to ethnography and design and we see our

symmetrical approach in line with their position. In addition to the domi-

nant mode of collaboration, or “bringing social theory into technological

design” (Berg 1998), we specifically ask the inverse question, which is how

might we generate sociological insights from technological design pro-

cesses? The challenge is to create a mode of mutual engagement that does

not place one discipline at the service of the other, nor create a synthesis that

does away with disciplinary boundaries (Barry, Born, and Weszkalnys

2008). This mode of engagement must align two seemingly contradictory

objectives: (a) a distinct disciplinary added value derived from (b) close

interdisciplinary collaboration on issues that cannot be addressed in a

mono-disciplinary fashion.

Modes of Engagement and Trading Zones

Ribes and Baker reflect on their involvement in the design of large infor-

mation infrastructures to point out four elements that mark different modes

of engagement: development time line, initiation, participation type, and

details of involvement (Ribes and Baker 2007, 111-14). Similar to Strathern

(2004), they want to move beyond a “response mode” of social-research-as-

a-service that is often called upon to address social issues surrounding

technical designs. In the experience of Ribes and Baker, depending on the

development time line of a project, the time of initiation, and how social

researchers are invited to participate, as well as the details of their involve-

ment, social science can contribute much more than social fixes to technical

problems. The authors note that deep and early involvement is often favor-

able when it comes to integrating original social science input (Ribes and

Baker 2007, 113). In order to ensure robust interdisciplinary exchanges in

our own symmetrical approach, we propose early mutual engagement as a

vital element, together with strong participation and in-depth involvement

of social scientists in the design process.2 A symmetrical approach entails

collaboration, in which all researchers are on equal footing by constituting a

“trading zone” (Galison 1997). Building on the modes of engagement

described by Ribes and Baker, Vertesi et al. (2017) specifically discuss the

role of STS in the design of new technologies. They identify their own four

modes of engagement: corporate, critical, inventive, and using design as

inquiry. Each mode of engagement articulates a specific type of interdisci-

plinary collaboration occurring in distinct “trading zones” (Vertesi et al.

2017, 169). Of the four modes of engagement, “using design as inquiry”

describes involvement on the part of social researchers in the design process
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that goes beyond analysis, critique or constructive input to engage directly

in configuring designs (Vertesi et al. 2017, 179-81). Symmetrical involve-

ment of social sciences then extends past design implications or actively

involving users. Instead, it pushes back on design issues, on sociological

theory, and on research methods. Here, the notion of a trading zone is very

useful, because specifying diverse modes of engagement is not enough to

describe the manifold situated activities happening in such trading zones.

Therefore, by building upon the concept of trading zones, we conceive of

software design not as a linear progression from idea to artifact but as an

iterative and recursive process that cycles back and forth between users,

empirical research, theoretical and technological abstractions, and design

mock-ups and prototypes, until a more or less durable sociomaterial form is

crafted (Suchman, Trigg, and Blomberg 2002).

Contours of Symmetry

Our discussion so far highlights the multiple modes of engagement and

diverse trading zones that have evolved between social science and com-

puter science. We note that there is little consensus on how technological

design and sociological research should be related. We also emphasize that

our approach is not meant to be universal. Rather, we view it as one option

among others for articulating heterogeneous interests in interdisciplinary

settings (Star 1993). Our project started in 2016 and is part of a larger

collaborative research program on cooperative media at the University of

Siegen with up to twelve years of funding. We focus on a specific mode of

engagement and the constitution of an associated trading zone that encour-

age a symmetrical collaboration on several levels and prevent the different

parties involved from working side by side or as a service to one another.

The following six aspects form the basis of our symmetrical approach.

First, we avoid the biases of either technology-centered or human-

centered design (Berg 1998) by conceiving of work practices as inherently

sociomaterial. We also adhere to the principle of “free association” (Callon

1986, 200) by privileging neither humans nor technology in the accomplish-

ment of complex distributed tasks. Following this basic principle, we com-

bine the transformative benefits of technological design with a keen

sensibility toward practical working relations. Symmetrical approaches

drawing on ANT lend themselves to the analysis of information systems

(Hanseth, Aanestad, and Berg 2004; Randall, Harper, and Rouncefield

2007, 104-9) and recent approaches like “sociomaterial design” (Bjørn and

Østerlund 2014) echo this need for an impartial perspective.
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Second, we acknowledge disciplinary discontinuities between social and

computer science and seek productive ways to exploit the “great divide”

(Bowker et al. 1997). We aim to establish a trading zone between social and

computer science that enables the development of individual disciplinary

insights. Such disciplinary contributions, however, require close interdisci-

plinary collaboration on issues that cannot be addressed in mono-

disciplinary fashion. Following Barry, Born, and Weszkalnys (2008), we

aim to create agonistic–antagonistic engagements that hold both disciplines

in a productive, symmetrical tension.

Third, we enable researchers to push back on their own disciplines, for

example, by critically questioning sociological theory based on the study of

computerized work sites (Latour 1996; Dourish 2006) or by questioning

technical design procedures based on observations gained through ethno-

graphic research (Schmidt 2011, 355; Vertesi et al. 2017, 179-81). Close

participation of users should also be provided for in order to counterbalance

the potential dominance of academic research (e.g., social or computer

science). However, users may themselves be unaware of features of their

cooperative work relations or of possible technological solutions (Sommer-

ville et al. 1993).

Fourth, we conceive of research in the social and computer sciences, as

well as collaborative work practices as variations of a general type of

problem-solving, specifically as processes of “inquiry” (Dewey 1938). The

pragmatist notion of inquiry rests upon the idea that practical, common

sense inquiry into daily life and more systematic processes of scientific

inquiry are not inherently different.

Fifth, we propose that the design of technical systems and the develop-

ment of sociological theory can be treated in a symmetrical manner under

the condition that the research styles employed by both social and computer

scientists advocate a continuous, iterative engagement with empirical and

conceptual results. The compatibility of grounded theory with methodolo-

gies applied in software design has already been emphasized elsewhere

(Bryant 2017, 299-315; Rohde et al. 2017). Seen through this lens, both

designing technology and developing theory connect empirical investiga-

tions with evolving conceptual abstractions in order to categorize, classify,

or model social realities.

Sixth, and lastly, we encourage high-frequency and long-term collabora-

tion by all parties. The majority of tasks are not temporally or functionally

divided into separate units but run parallel throughout all phases of research.

This translates into a collaborative research practice in which the computer

scientists take part in participant observations, organizing and conducting
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interviews, and analyzing field notes and transcripts. Likewise, the social

scientists participate in selecting design features of the prototype, influen-

cing the basic functional requirements for the user interface and the under-

lying software architecture. However, close collaboration does not exclude

specific disciplinary interests. Rather, it provides a central resource for

reflecting one’s own position. Users are also constantly engaged in the

design process through the discussion of mock-ups and prototypes, thereby

balancing inputs from social and computer scientists with their practical

work requirements.

Despite diverse attempts to bring software engineering and sociological

research closer together, such approaches are still rare in both disciplines

(Baxter and Sommerville 2011; Jackson, Gillespie, and Payette 2014). In

the next section, we sketch out how such an approach can be put to work.

The Symmetrical Approach in Practice

We draw on a long-term collaborative research project that started in 2016

and will run for eight to twelve years within the Collaborative Research

Center “Media of Cooperation” funded by the German Research Founda-

tion. The team3 consists of two principal investigators, two PhD researchers

(computer graphics and sociology), a part-time postdoc from media studies,

and student assistants. The project cooperates with the neurosurgical ward4

of a local, medium-sized, nonuniversity, nonteaching hospital, where one

neurosurgeon is partly funded by the project to facilitate ongoing

consultation.

Cornelius Schubert is a sociologist specializing in STS and medical

sociology and has been conducting research at the intersections of medicine

and IT since the early 2000s. He has collaborated with computer scientists

on cooperative clinical work in two previous projects. Andreas Kolb is a

computer scientist specializing in computer graphics and visualization. He

has conducted one project in medical visualization in collaboration with a

neurosurgical ward. Both principal investigators developed the grant pro-

posal over roughly two years, focusing on a hybrid design approach that

would integrate technology-driven, top-down methods with user-centered

bottom-up approaches. Computer graphics is oriented toward technical

advances, and the aim within the project is to develop novel modes of

visualizing clinical data. For the sociologists, the prime research motive

is to gain deeper insight into the relations of visualization and cooperation

and the material-semiotic constitution of cooperative clinical work. Over

the course of the project, the idea of a symmetrical approach emerged, as it
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became clear that the respective research styles were sufficiently similar to

attempt synchronization in ongoing collaboration. This especially pertains

to the two PhD researchers, who collaborated intensively in gathering and

analyzing empirical data and designing a prototype.

One crucial aspect of our symmetrical approach lies in configuring a

mode of engagement that facilitates a disciplinary added value through

high-frequency and long-term interdisciplinary collaboration. It conceives

of technological design as a resource for sociological inquiry and therefore

as a specific way of knowing (cf. Vertesi et al. 2017, 179) that offers unique

insights into the material-semiotic relations of cooperative work settings. In

our case, the added value pertains largely to the disciplines of sociology and

computer graphics, since we do not produce scientific medical insights for

the field of neurosurgery.

Research Methodology

In essence, our work is simultaneously about transgressing and maintaining

disciplinary boundaries in order to create a productive tension that may lead

to new disciplinary insights. We thus synchronize our research and design

practices as sequences and loops to allow for the correction or modification

of prior stages due to new findings or problems arising in later stages of our

research. Each stage is assigned to a primary discipline, for example, field

research is the domain of sociology while computer graphics is responsible

for technology design. At the same time, we encourage, and even force, an

increased amount of interaction between the disciplines.

On the one hand, this setup of distinct yet shared responsibilities enables

a tight interweaving of empirical data on cooperative practices into the

development of new technical components and interfaces. On the other

hand, such an arrangement requires a sufficient level of mutual understand-

ing among participating disciplines and a mutual reference point, for exam-

ple, the technological design, as a basis for collaboration (Henderson 1991).

The mutual engagement in the design process thus affected the empirical

work in the project, which started with participant observations in 2016 and

2017. Both PhD researchers, the media studies postdoc, and a student

assistant from computer science spent a total of twenty-two days observing

cooperation among the neurosurgeons. The sociological PhD researcher

spent six additional days observing cooperation in nursing care on the same

ward. Building on these observations, paper mock-up interviews5 with all

the neurosurgeons were conducted in 2017 (eight group interviews) and

elaborated into digital mock-up workshops with selected neurosurgeons in
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2018 and 2019 (eleven sessions). Finally, group evaluations of the proto-

type were conducted with the neurosurgical staff at the end of 2019 (seven

group sessions). The mock-up sessions were collaboratively organized by

both PhD researchers and recorded on video, where sociologists designed

the interview and workshop setups, while computer scientists focused on

the mock-ups featuring fundamental visualization concepts. Accompanying

interviews were conducted with the nursing staff but did not enter the

prototype design so far. Extending the prototype to nursing cooperation is

planned for the next phase of the project.

Putting our symmetrical approach into practice rests on three compo-

nents: (1) achieving a shared understanding requires establishing a trading

zone for collaboration and, at least to some extent, a shared will to under-

stand the respective goals and requirements of fellow collaborators; (2)

mutual involvement is necessary so that each researcher may engage with

the methods and concepts of other collaborators, creating a strong impulse

for reflection of one’s own work and that of others; and (3) common tools

facilitate the translation of empirical findings into novel technological and

theoretical concepts by representing data in a mutually accessible format.

Achieving a shared understanding required open-minded and sufficient

time. This especially applied to the time-consuming discussions in which

implicit assumptions, ambiguities, and inaccuracies came to light and trust

needed to be built (Duncker 2001). In our project, this was primarily done

through regular team meetings in which the overall progress and direction

were discussed and additional meetings focused on specific issues. The PhD

researchers met nearly every week, whereas the principal investigators met

with the team roughly once a month, sometimes also biweekly. Fostering

mutual involvement is clearly more challenging, as it required actively

integrating perspectives from different disciplines into one’s own research

activities (Spiller et al. 2015). In our project, this was accomplished through

collaborative fieldwork and design, which at the same time are sources of

constant tension, since all participants have to leave the comfort zone of

their own discipline. On the level of common tools, we drew on visual

notations commonly used in software engineering to bring together our

varying perspectives (cf. Ensmenger 2016 for the collaborative use of flow-

charts). Unified Modeling Language (UML; see Booch, Rumbaugh, and

Jacobson 2005) was one of the tools employed to link sociological analysis

with technical design.

In the following, we concentrate on UML as a common tool. In line with

Henderson (1991, 450), we understand UML in our project as a boundary

object that is wielded in order to “socially organize distributed cognition”
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and to allow “members of different groups to read different meanings

particular to their needs from the same material.” Among the many

exchanges occurring in our trading zone, UML allows for a level of abstrac-

tion that sits between detailed ethnographic descriptions of cooperative

practice and its algorithmic representations in software (cf. van Dyke Par-

unak and Odell 2002; Trkman and Trkman 2014). The use of UML was

advocated by computer graphics in order to discuss the basic requirements

of the system with respect to the cooperative tasks on the ward. However,

this did not imply UML as a ready-made interface between social and

computer science. Rather, it was employed as a means of organizing mutual

exchanges by structuring the basic components of the system.

UML—Modeling as Collaborative Practice

UML was developed in the mid-1990s as “a graphical language for visualiz-

ing, specifying, constructing, and documenting the artifacts of a software-

intensive system” by providing “a standard way to write a system’s

blueprints, covering conceptual things, such as business processes and sys-

tem functions, as well as concrete things, such as classes written in a specific

programming language, database schemas, and reusable software

components” (Booch, Rumbaugh, and Jacobson 2005, 13). Such tools are

essential to any software development process where the main challenge lies

in the translation of a nontrivial, real-world problem into a computer pro-

gram. UML helps to create software models for the implementation of the

concrete system. As such, the software models need to represent all infor-

mation considered relevant about the real-world problem’s structure, the

involved object types, and their behavior in a consistent set of rules. By

implication, the model describes the state and representation space of the

program and thus its ability to correctly reflect the real-world situation and

the solution of the related problem. Therefore, the disambiguation of lin-

guistic inaccuracies and practical indeterminacies, which are everyday and

often implicit aspects of communication and work that need to be explicitly

resolved in systems design, is a major task in software modeling.

Typically, the visual notations of UML are used to create diagrammatic

representations of selected issues. For instance, we focused on four diagram

types that allow for an acceptable trade-off between the complexity of real-

world problems and the formal requirements of a software model: the use-

case diagram, the class diagram, the component diagram, and the sequence

diagram. Of these four, we will highlight the use-case diagram, because it is

the starting point for the software modeling of real-world problems,
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followed by a further refinement of the design. Use-case diagrams represent

a user’s interaction with the software system and demonstrate the relation-

ship between one or several users and different use-case scenarios. We

employ this diagram type to identify the parties involved (users, e.g., phy-

sicians and nurses) and the usage scenarios (use cases, e.g., checking the

patient’s status or the course of treatment).

More specifically, the use-case diagram serves as an interface where

insights from ethnographic observations, interviews, and group meetings

can be transferred (in part) into the architecture of the software system

under development. It constitutes a representational space in which sociol-

ogy and computer graphics negotiate the relations of cooperative medical

work and collaborative software design, that is, where the “double tuning

process” (Jensen 2001, 213) between social practices and technical systems

takes place. As formal notation, UML forces the reduction of empirical and

conceptual ambiguities to computable classifications. For instance, terms

like “interaction,” “code,” and “model” carry different meanings in social

and computer science and need to be clarified. This often requires stricter

categorizations than those created through qualitative analysis, yet both

social and computer science share an interest in creating meaningful

abstractions from empirical data and both can be seen as ways of modeling

social realities (Bryant 2017, 299-315). At first sight, this challenges socio-

logical reasoning to conform with computational requirements; at the same

time, it forces software design to acknowledge the messy social realities

that lie outside the confines of formal modes of data acquisition. In line with

our symmetrical understanding, UML and the use-case diagram constitute

transitional zones in which sociological research informs systems design

(Berg 1998), just as systems design offers the potential to reconfigure socio-

logical concepts (Rogers 1997). This is by no means a smooth integration of

sociological data into computer code but rather a long and thorny process of

negotiation. Both sociology and computer science thus have to generate

sufficient “interactional expertise” to facilitate the exchanges in a trading

zone that supports this potential (cf. Gorman 2010).

Constructing a Use Case of Medical Cooperation

Our empirical research on the neurosurgical ward focuses on clinical coop-

eration taking place before and after surgery. This consists of the initial

reception of the patient, the acquisition of relevant medical data, additional

diagnostics, surgery preparation, the postoperative acquisition of medical

data, and discharge. Besides neurosurgeons, this also involves nurses and
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sometimes technicians. However, due to shift rotations and understaffing,

relevant patient information might not be passed on to the next shift verb-

ally or might be too time-consuming to retrieve from the circulating paper-

work and stationary information systems. As one neurosurgeon noted for

shift handovers in an interview: “They are just about what I have to do right

away, so it gets done. This is the only useful information that gets passed on.

The rest, the condition of the patient, what was done, I can’t remember all of

this in half an hour. That’s how it is. This is why I rather need a good

documentation that I can quickly look up myself if something needs to be

done and then I have all the information” (I1, 58:27, transl. C. Schubert).

We address this problem by designing new visual modalities for represent-

ing cooperatively used clinical data.

Yet the sociology of organized medicine has, time and again, shown how

work practices resist attempts at formalization and standardization (Tim-

mermans and Berg 1997; Bruni 2005). Every design of a technical system in

this context is bound to face thorny dilemmas between articulations of

practical work, the elicitation of system requirements, and representations

of cooperation in abstract models (Gerson and Star 1986, 258). A second

neurosurgeon underscored this dilemma from his perspective: “I have dif-

ficulties to . . . humans are very complex. And in addition, we have the

individuality of every patient and I have difficulties fitting them into an

objective grid. And at the same time, I require this grid to be complete for

improved information transmission” (I3a, 47:24, transl. C. Schubert).

Our use of UML reflects these inherent tensions. Its formal notations

require all parties to negotiate how relevant features of clinical cooperation

might be translated into visual representations. This does not entail a full

formalization of all cooperative aspects. Rather, participating actors are

required to maneuver delicately between the practical ambiguities of med-

ical knowledge, formal and informal organizational procedures, possible

visual modalities, and user feedback. In line with Berg and Toussaint (2003,

228), we emphasize that (UML) models will always be partial and that this

partiality is a central issue when reintegrating the resulting visualization

system into the daily procedures of the hospital ward by allowing flexible

access to relevant information, along with options to support aggregation

and linkages. We also bear in mind that designing technology in our case

cannot be separated from interfering with social practices. Indeed, this is

one of the main demands on the part of neurosurgery teams, who want to

reflect on and adjust their ways of working together. A third neurosurgeon

commented on the problems of daily data retrieval in a paper mock-up

interview: “Of course you can find the information. If you are careful, you
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can find it written down somewhere in the computer, or the record, or the

chart. But you have to read all of this to find the relevant information. And

here [on the mock-up] you can see it at a glance, because you can select

‘muscle strength’ and then you see muscle and only muscle” (I7, 25:59,

transl. C. Schubert). The following example illustrates how we relate socio-

logical conceptualization and technical design through UML diagrams.

Figure 1 shows a section of a UML use-case diagram concerning the

feature “display patient status” that a physician (A) may access in

practice. After login and the selection of the patient, the system will

display the patient status (B) in an aggregated fashion, that is, depicting

lesions or symptoms in an overview, for example, as requested by the

neurosurgeon in I7. From there, the user can change to an extended

display format, such as accessing detailed patient data (C) or visualizing

disease dynamics (D). The same neurosurgeon pointed out the need for

this later in the interview: “Most times, you need the most relevant

information now, while you are at the bedside examining the patient.

You want to know now, if the patient takes aspirin or not. You want to

know now, if the patient had this paralysis earlier or not” (I7, 32:33,

transl. C. Schubert). Furthermore, accessing detailed patient data com-

prises two distinct data classes: data having an anatomical reference that

can be displayed on an avatar directly (E) and data without anatomical

reference (F). This diagram was developed based on ethnographic

observations and interviews with selected personnel; the results were

then used to sketch out initial ideas about how the system can be used

in clinical practice, that is, to quickly access diagnostic data when

seeing a patient for the first time or after several shift rotations.

Constructing several UML use cases eventually led the sociologists to

reconsider their view of cooperation on the ward. Once several empirical

scenarios (e.g., patient intake and follow-up examination) had been forma-

lized into UML diagrams, their differences became less obvious. The emer-

ging similarities across the uses cases subsequently formed into identifying

a dominant “diagnostic mode” that lies at the heart of most cooperative

medical activities on the ward. When working in this mode, the neurosur-

geons follow a basic format of diagnosing disorders. From the patient intake

to surgery preparation and postoperative monitoring, their cooperative

requirements result from the constant necessity of being aware of the

patient’s current status, especially in the absence of colleagues from previ-

ous shifts. The identification of the dominant diagnostic mode then became

a crucial element for selecting and displaying relevant clinical data. This, in

turn, called for significantly more flexibility from computer graphics in the
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development of the visualization prototype to efficiently incorporate new

data types and visualization requirements. Our point is that this “double

tuning process” (Jensen 2001, 213) of social research and technical design

crystallized in the collaborative work on UML diagrams in the manner

described above because of the enabling and constraining features of UML

as a common tool.

Constructing the use cases and reflecting on the possibilities for visua-

lizing the patient’s status on an anatomical avatar, we further concentrated

on the somatic “locatability” of information as a distinctive characteristic.

First, somatic locatability poses a relevant research problem for computer

graphics, as it requires visualizing information in a defined and often lim-

ited space. Second, our fieldwork showed how heavily neurosurgeons rely

on precise somatic locatability in their daily work. While information

related to neural disorders is predominantly related to different skin regions,

muscles, and tendons, associated information such as blood values or med-

ication has no, or only very weak, ties to specific anatomic structures. Thus,

neural disorders lend themselves well to patient-centered visualizations

because they can be precisely mapped onto an anatomical avatar. Our

decision to concentrate on data with concrete anatomical reference then

increased the degree to which somatic locatability became a central criter-

ion in the design process.

Representing the dominant diagnostic mode of somatic locatability also

required refining how it would be visually displayed to users. Again, we

used UML to create objects and classes that included anatomical structures,

especially symptoms of spinal cord disorders. These disorders play an

essential role in the diagnosis of neurosurgical conditions and include

various types and intensities of pain and numbness related to specific skin

regions (dermatomes) or the level of strength related to specific muscles

(myotomes). A specific spinal disc herniation, for instance, has correspond-

ing symptoms of pain or numbness on the related dermatome. Figure 2

shows how clinical data can be represented by somatic locatability on an

anatomical avatar using visual modalities such as different colors and

textures superimposed onto sections of the body to indicate different inten-

sities of pain and numbness.

Sorting out the relevant disorders to be represented is one of the most

crucial aspects of the design process, since fundamental decisions about the

architecture of the system occur at this stage. As the visual modalities of

color and texture only allow for the representation of two independent data

items per location at a time, special care needs to be taken in information

selection and grouping. This subsequently led us to reconsider the way
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information should be represented within the system, how data should be

visualized using alternative modes such as time, and how such a system

could be made productive within the heterogeneous information ecology of

a hospital ward. While this analysis provided the core architecture for the

computer graphics visualizations, the sociologists then returned to their

empirical data in order to take a closer look at the different cooperative

media and data practices on the ward, from verbal face-to-face and tele-

phone communication to hard-copy medical records and the digital hospital

information system and finally the ubiquitous Post-it notes and printouts

containing handwritten notes. Again, we see that a double tuning process

occurred between social research and technical design.

The above examples illustrate how the use of UML within our symme-

trical approach does not simply funnel sociological knowledge into technical

design but rather enables mutual engagements between both disciplines. Of

course, UML is not a neutral means to this end, as it was designed as a

standardized tool for object-oriented programming. Nonetheless, we see

some of its components as a productive trade-off between the complexity

of clinical practice and the formal requirements of software engineering and

Figure 2. Superimposing symptoms of a spinal disc herniation on an anatomical
avatar.
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thus as an important tool within our interdisciplinary trading zone. Designing

technology and building theory in our case do not inhabit incommensurable

spheres, rather they are tightly related in collaborative research practice.

Discussion and Conclusion

Our main aim in this paper was to outline a symmetrical mode of engage-

ment between the disciplines of sociology and computer graphics. Our

collaboration was conceived in terms of a trading zone, in which we con-

verged on selected issues, while diverging on others. We illustrated this by

using UML as an empirical example of how partial convergence might be

achieved, while at the same time allowing for distinct disciplinary impulses.

At its core, the symmetrical approach seeks to avoid unilateral flows of

social theory into technical design, (and, vice versa, of computational solu-

tions into social practices) and instead to create an unfettered interdisciplin-

ary exchange while avoiding the pitfalls of social and technical

determinisms. We argued that this approach is particularly suited to colla-

borations in which both disciplines rely on research styles that continuously

and iteratively engage with empirical and conceptual findings, as it is the

case, at least for some fields, in social and computer science. This collaboration

is neither seamless nor without strain, rather it is marked by high-frequency

and long-term exchanges and an openness on both sides to (participating in) the

research practices of the other.

Our symmetrical approach seeks to enable disruptive technology devel-

opment on the part of computer graphics experts, that is, to support the

development of new modalities for visualizing clinical data, while at the

same time remaining sensitive to concrete work practices and their resis-

tance to change. It does so by carefully fitting the prototype to the existing

information ecology of the ward, including vocal interaction, formal and

informal paper-based records, and stationary and mobile digital devices.

The sociological benefit lies in the close participation in software design

processes, an involvement that essentially shapes a uniquely constructive

digital sociology (Goulden et al. 2017). This process led to the identification

of a dominant diagnostic mode in clinical cooperation and to the reconsi-

deration of cooperative media on the ward. In sum, the symmetrical

approach enables the sociologists to see the social through the technical

(i.e., through the design lens of a technical system) while allowing computer

graphics specialists to perceive the technical through the social (i.e., the

negotiation of technical features vis-à-vis collaborative work practices).
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We add to the growing discussion of digitalSTS (Vertesi and Ribes

2019), especially to the benefits and challenges of becoming involved in

technical design. We argue that becoming part of a design process can be a

unique occasion for reflection and inquiry as well as a way of pushing back

on sociological analysis and concepts. The challenges for STS lie not only

in locating the politics within technical design but also in becoming part of

the process and having to situate novel digital devices within existing

ecologies of IT, paper, and interaction. This close-up and hands-on involve-

ment with digital design and digital practices provides a grounded approach

to processes of digitization and it offers some new facets to building theory.

As the social sciences and STS are increasingly drawn into the design of

digital technologies, their modes of engagement and the trading zones

between them require closer inspection. By outlining our symmetrical

approach, we hope to contribute to an increased mutual understanding

between social and technical disciplines and benefit from both sides of the

presumed, and perhaps slowly shrinking, great divide.
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Notes

1. To be precise, studying heterogeneous association in this context pertains more

to the principle of “free association” than to “generalised symmetry” (Callon

1986, 200).

2. A notable difference is that Ribes and Baker reflect on large-scale infrastructures

whereas our focus is on cooperation in small teams.

3. Andreas Kolb, Julia Kurz, Dmitri Presnov, Cornelius Schubert, and Judith

Willkomm.

4. We especially thank Daniel Alt, Veit Braun, Johannes Dillmann, Robert Zilke,

and the other staff and patients of the Diakonie Klinikum Jung-Stilling in Siegen.
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5. The paper mock-ups consisted of early visualization sketches printed on card-

board paper that were handed out and discussed in the interviews.
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